COVID-19

Down:
1. the kind of distance we should keep
2. type of wipes to clean surfaces
3. causes a high temperature
4. cleans hands without soap
5. proper place to sneeze
6. don't touch it
7. is it out for summer?
8. get better after illness
9. flatten the ___
10. facial covering
11. what causes the new illness
12. easily transmitted
13. possible animal source of new virus
14. don't panic
15. wash your hands with
16. Center for _____ Control
17. worldwide exposure
18. stay isolated
19. where e-learning takes place
20. the search is on for it

Across:

"SANITIZER"  "STAYCALM"  "QUARANTINE"  "VACCINE"
"CURVE"  "CONTAGIOUS"
"P"  "Disease"
"CURVE"  "RECOVER"
"SCHOOL"  "AS VLA"
"Q"  "ONLINE"
"P"  "TOOL"